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Statistical learning abilities of children with dyslexia across three experimental paradigms

Merel van Witteloostuijn, Paul Boersma, Frank Wijnen, Judith Rispens

Abstract

Statistical learning (SL) difficulties have been suggested to contribute to the linguistic and non-linguistic problems observed in children with dyslexia. Indeed, studies have demonstrated that children with dyslexia experience problems with SL, but the extent of the problems is unclear. We aimed to examine the performance of children with and without dyslexia across three distinct paradigms using both on- and offline measures, thereby tapping into different aspects of SL. 100 children with and without dyslexia (aged 8–11, 50 per group) completed three SL tasks: serial reaction time (SRT), visual statistical learning (VSL), and auditory nonadjacent dependency learning (A-NADL). Learning was measured through online reaction times during exposure in all tasks, and through offline questions in the VSL and A-NADL tasks. We find significant learning effects in all three tasks, from which we conclude that, collapsing over groups, children are sensitive to the statistical structures presented in the SRT, VSL and A-NADL tasks. No significant interactions of learning effect with group were found in any of the tasks, so we cannot conclude whether or not children with dyslexia perform differently on the SL tasks than their TD peers. These results are discussed in light of the proposed SL deficit in dyslexia.

Introduction

Dyslexia is one of the most common learning disabilities and is characterized by specific difficulties in learning to read and write despite normal intelligence, schooling and socio-economic opportunities and in absence of other impairments (e.g. sensory or neurological impairments [1]). These difficulties in the acquisition of literacy skills are typically associated with problems in related abilities including phonological awareness, lexical retrieval, and verbal short-term memory (e.g. [2–4]). For this reason, the predominant view of dyslexia is that the concomitant reading and writing problems stem from an underlying problem in the processing of phonological information (e.g. [4,5]). However, deficits in individuals with dyslexia may include other domains of language (e.g. inflectional morphology and syntax; [6,7]) and non-linguistic cognitive skills such as visual and auditory processing [8,9], attention [10] and motor functioning [11,12].

Due to this wide range of observed difficulties, it has been suggested that dyslexia is associated with a domain-general learning deficit rather than a deficit that is specific to the
processing of phonological material (e.g. [13,14]). This domain-general learning mechanism is often referred to as statistical learning (SL): the ability to extract statistical regularities from sensory input [15], which is assumed to be a largely implicit process [16]. Importantly, SL is put forward as a key ability involved in the acquisition of language and literacy skills as it aids the discovery of the many rules and regularities that are present in spoken and written language [17]. In line with this reasoning and the hypothesized SL deficit in dyslexia, evidence shows that SL abilities are related to literacy skills in typical populations. For example, performance on tasks that assess SL abilities has been shown to positively correlate with reading in adults and children [18] and reading in a second language in adults [19]. Similarly, children with dyslexia have been shown to perform worse on tasks assessing SL abilities such as the Serial Reaction Time (SRT), Auditory Statistical Learning (ASL) and Artificial Grammar Learning (AGL) tasks (e.g. SRT [20,21]; ASL [22]; AGL [23]). However, others find no evidence of such an effect (e.g. SRT [24]; AGL [24,25]; cued reaction time task [26]). Literature reviews and meta-analyses have been conducted to investigate the overall group effect in SL studies and have reported significantly poorer performance by individuals with dyslexia as compared to those without dyslexia on both the SRT [27] and the AGL overall [28,29], although the effect on the AGL may be inflated due to publication bias in the field [28,29].

The current study aims to investigate to what extent children with dyslexia experience difficulties in the area of SL and to extend recent findings to other SL paradigms. It is important to study children specifically to clarify whether SL principles could potentially be used to improve treatment and clinical outcomes for individuals with dyslexia (see e.g. [30] on the clinical relevance of SL to children with developmental language disorder (DLD)). Since the hypothesized SL deficit has been claimed to be independent of the domain and modality in which SL is tested, children with dyslexia should experience difficulties across tasks tapping into SL abilities. Therefore, we assess children’s SL performance in a range of SL tasks that have previously been shown to be sensitive to learning in (typical) child populations and that span a number of methodological variations of SL tasks (e.g. modality, the type of statistical structure to be learned, online and offline measures): SRT, visual statistical learning (VSL), and auditory NADL (A-NADL) tasks. By measuring SL across different experimental paradigms using both online (SRT, VSL, A-NADL) and offline (VSL, A-NADL) measures, and by considering the potential differences in related cognitive abilities including memory and attention, we hope to provide a comprehensive study of SL abilities in children with dyslexia when compared to a control group of age-matched children. Before turning to the methodology of the present study, the following sections present an overview of previous studies investigating SL in dyslexia through the SRT, VSL and A-NADL paradigms. Subsequently, we discuss several methodological considerations that our design takes into account.

**Serial reaction time paradigm**

The SRT task measures visuo-motoric sequence learning by exposing participants to a single visual stimulus that repeatedly appears in one of several locations on a computer screen [31]. Without the participants’ knowledge, the stimulus follows a predetermined order (i.e. sequence) over three or four locations. During exposure, participants are required to make motor responses that correspond to the locations of the individual stimuli on the screen. As the task unfolds, participants (implicitly) learn the repeated sequence of visual stimuli (locations in array), motor movements, or both, on the basis of the probabilities associated with the sequence. In other words, they learn the probability of the appearance of the stimulus in a given location on the basis of the locations of the previous trials. After participants have been
repeatedly exposed to the sequence, they are unknowingly presented with a block of randomly ordered trials. An increase in reaction times (RTs) from predictable (i.e. sequences) to unpredictable (i.e. random) input during exposure is taken as evidence of sensitivity to the sequence presented to them [31]. A range of studies has demonstrated learning in the SRT both in TD adults and in TD children as young as 4 years of age (e.g. [32,33]).

The SRT task has frequently been used as a measure of statistical learning when investigating group differences between participants with and without dyslexia, both in adult (e.g. [34,35]) and child populations (e.g. [36,37]). The difference in sensitivity to SRT structure between participants with and without dyslexia was statistically significant in some studies (e.g. [38,39], the latter with 40 exposures) and not in others (e.g. [39–41], the first with 180 exposures). Lum et al. performed a meta-analysis of 14 such SRT studies involving both adults and children and showed that on average, non-dyslexic people outperform people with dyslexia ([27]; weighted average effect size = .449; \( p < .001 \)). To summarize, the SRT task is known to be sensitive to learning in child populations and has been shown to differentiate between people with and without dyslexia.

**Visual statistical learning paradigm**

Visual statistical learning (VSL) is a paradigm that assesses the capacity for SL by exposing participants to a continuous stream of visual stimuli such as abstract shapes (e.g. [42]) or cartoon-like figures (e.g. [18,43]). Unbeknownst to the participants, the stimuli in a VSL task are grouped together in groups of two (i.e. pairs) or three (i.e. triplets) that always appear together. This task is an adaptation of an auditory SL task that assesses word segmentation introduced by Saffran, Aslin and Newport [44]. Thus, in the VSL, the probability of one stimulus following the preceding one differs per trial: while the second (and third) stimulus within a pair (and triplet) is predictable, the first stimulus of the next group is unpredictable. Following repeated exposure to the structured stimuli, a test phase assesses the participants’ ability to distinguish previously seen groups of stimuli from groups of stimuli that did not co-occur frequently during exposure. By applying this experimental paradigm, it has been shown that not only adults show sensitivity to this type of statistical structure (e.g. [42,43,45]), but also school-aged children [18,43,46]), as well as infants when tested in a preferential looking time paradigm (e.g. [47]). Similar results have been reported for studies involving auditory stimuli including syllables (e.g. [44]) or non-verbal stimuli such as tones (e.g. [48]).

Relevant to the present investigation, only two previous studies have examined the SL abilities of participants with dyslexia using a variant of the VSL task [49,50]. In a study by Sigurdardottir et al. [49], the exposure phase comprised twelve abstract visual shapes that were divided into six pairs of co-occurring stimuli, and participants were subsequently tested in a two-alternative forced-choice (2-AFC) test phase consisting of 72 trials. The results show that adult participants with dyslexia reached lower accuracy levels in the test phase than the control group in the VSL task (68% vs. 78% respectively). The second study investigated the event-related potential (ERP) correlates of SL in children with and without dyslexia using a visual task [50]. During the task, children were continuously exposed to series of colored circles and were required to respond to a target color through a button press. Although RT data revealed no difference between children with and without dyslexia (\( N = 8 \) and 12 respectively), ERP data reveal indications of learning in the control group, but not in participants with dyslexia. Although these studies suggest poorer sensitivity to VSL structures in participants with dyslexia as compared to control participants, no study to date has applied the standard ‘triplet’ paradigm (e.g. [18,43,45]) to children with dyslexia. Moreover, no data regarding explicit judgments of VSL structure is available on children with dyslexia.
Nonadjacent dependency learning paradigm

Gómez [51] aimed to test learning of a different type of structure: nonadjacent dependencies. In this type of structure, participants learn relationships between nonadjacent elements, ignoring variable intervening elements; for instance, in the string $aXb$, $a$ predicts $b$ and $X$ is a variable intervening element. This experimental design relates to nonadjacent dependencies found in natural language, such as those in inflectional morphology (e.g. *is eating*, *has eaten*, where the auxiliary predicts the inflectional morpheme regardless of the intervening verb; [51,52]). Not only adults, but also infants at age 1;6 were sensitive to such nonadjacent dependencies through mere exposure when 24 intervening $X$-elements are used. This is reflected by differences in responses when, after the exposure phase, they are confronted with strings that adhere to the $aXb$ grammar as opposed to strings that do not (e.g. $aXc$; [51]). However, not much is known about the performance of school-aged children on tasks involving nonadjacent relationships. One previous study has investigated NADL in children using the Gómez [51] design and reports above-chance performance on grammatical items in TD children, suggesting sensitivity to the NADL structure [53].

The same paradigm was used to investigate sensitivity to non-adjacent dependencies in relation to dyslexia. Kerkhof et al. [54] tested infants with and without a family risk of dyslexia around the age of 1;6 on a slightly adapted version of the NADL task containing two nonadjacent dependencies of the type $aXb$ [51]. In the subsequent test phase that consisted of 8 trials, results reveal a significant interaction between grammaticality and risk group: infants without family risk are sensitive to the NADL structure (i.e. they listen longer to ungrammatical than grammatical strings), while infants at risk of dyslexia are less sensitive, if at all. A follow-up study from the same lab examined NADL in the auditory and visual domain in Dutch-speaking adults with and without dyslexia [55]: participants were tested on two versions of the auditory experiment containing either test sentences with familiar $X$-elements or test sentences with novel $X$-elements that aimed to test generalization of the rule. On average, participants were more likely to accept (i.e. endorse) grammatical than ungrammatical sentences in both conditions, reflecting sensitivity to the nonadjacent dependency rule, but no interaction was detected between this measure of learning and group. Similar results are reported for NADL by adults in the visual domain. To summarize, differences in sensitivity to the A-NADL structure were found in infants with and without risk of developing dyslexia, and the results for adults are inconclusive. To our knowledge, no reports of school-aged children with dyslexia on tasks assessing NADL have been published.

The current study

A number of methodological considerations become apparent from previous literature that are relevant for our investigation of SL in dyslexia. Firstly, and perhaps most importantly, the majority of studies has focused on infant and adult participants. Whereas the SRT and AGL tasks have been used in child populations with and without dyslexia, studies employing alternative paradigms such as the VSL and NADL have not been used to investigate SL in school-aged children with dyslexia.

Secondly, although SL is thought to be a domain-general learning mechanism, task parameters and participant characteristics are likely to influence the magnitude of the learning effect found in individual studies [15,45]. Researchers have previously emphasized the importance of using a range of SL measures within a single sample when investigating the hypothesized SL deficit in children, as opposed to using only one SL paradigm as is common in most studies [56,57].
Thirdly, VSL and NADL tasks have commonly used offline measures to assess learning after exposure. While these measures inform us about the outcome of the learning process, they do not inform us about the learning process itself [58–61]. Recently, two studies have introduced child-friendly VSL [62] and A-NADL [63] tasks that include online measures of learning adapted from previous studies with adult participants [60,64]. These online measures reflect participants’ sensitivity to statistical regularities during exposure to the stimuli and may provide further insights into the potential differences in performance between children with and without dyslexia when used in addition to the more traditional offline measures.

Finally, studies have shown that performance in SL tasks is affected by cognitive abilities such as attention (e.g. [65,66]). Arciuli [67] has argued that SL is not only related to attention but may also partly rely on (short-term, working and long-term) memory (see also [43,68,69]). Important to the present discussion is the fact that individuals with dyslexia have difficulties in the area of attention (e.g. [70,71]) and short-term and working memory (e.g. [72]).

The present study aims to address the abovementioned methodological considerations by assessing the performance of children with and without dyslexia on three different experimental paradigms using a range of online (SRT, VSL and A-NADL) and offline (VSL and A-NADL) measures. In doing so, we want to provide a comprehensive study in which we investigate to what extent children with dyslexia have difficulty in SL. In all analyses, we address two research questions:

1. Do we find evidence of sensitivity to the statistical structure in the SRT, VSL and A-NADL tasks in children overall?

2. Do we find evidence of a difference in performance on the SRT, VSL and A-NADL tasks between children with and without dyslexia?

If children with dyslexia experience general difficulties with SL, we expect to find group differences across the different tasks tapping into SL regardless of the characteristics of the task (e.g. domain, modality or type of structure to be learned). By running subsequent exploratory analyses that control for sustained attention and visual and auditory short-term and working memory, we take into account the possibility that potential group differences in SL are due to underlying differences in these cognitive abilities (i.e. do children with dyslexia experience problems with SL independent of potential difficulties with sustained attention and short-term and working memory?). Thus, the present study will shed light on the mechanisms underlying the reading problems experienced by individuals with dyslexia: could a domain-general deficit in SL contribute to these problems?

Materials and methods

Participants

Participants in the present study were tested as part of a larger study that investigates SL and its relationship with language skills in children with dyslexia, children with DLD and TD children (e.g. [62,63]). Ten out of 60 participants with a prior formal diagnosis of dyslexia were excluded because they did not meet our pre-determined inclusion criterion of scoring an average of 6 or less (the 10th percentile) on word reading and nonword reading. Similarly, 4 out of 54 children in the TD group were removed for not meeting our inclusion criterion of scoring an average of 8 or more (the 25th percentile). Consequently, the final sample consisted of 50 children with dyslexia (26 girls, 24 boys, age range 8;4–11;2, M = 9;10) and 50 age-matched TD children (24 girls, 26 boys, age range 8;3–11;2, M = 9;8). None of the children had diagnoses of (additional) developmental disorders and all children were native speakers of Dutch (at least
one parent spoke Dutch at home) and were reported to have IQ levels within the normal range of the general population. Group characteristics, including raw and standardized scores on several background measures, are presented in Table 1.

Children with dyslexia were recruited through treatment centers in Amsterdam (N = 25) and Amersfoort (N = 10) and through parent support groups on Facebook (N = 11). Four children with dyslexia were tested along with the control group in four schools across the province of Noord-Holland in the Netherlands. The ethical committee of the University of Amsterdam approved the protocol for the present study in 2016. All parents and/or legal guardians of participants were informed about the project through a newsletter. Compliant with the regulations of the ethics committee, informed consent was obtained from the parents and/or legal guardians of children with dyslexia prior to testing (active consent). For the control group, schools and teachers consented to participation, and parents and/or legal guardians could retract permission of including their child up to 8 days following testing (passive consent).

To compare the group of participants with dyslexia with their TD peers on the range of included background measures, we fitted linear models on the raw data using the \texttt{lm} function for R software [73]. No significant differences were found between the chronological ages of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Raw</th>
<th>Standardized</th>
<th>Raw</th>
<th>Standardized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dyslexia (N = 50)</td>
<td>Age 8.4–11.2 9.10 (0.9) N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Age 8.3–11.2 9.8 (0.10) N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SES -3.31–2.09 0.2 (1.2) N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>SES -1.28–1.41 0.2 (1.1) N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonverbal reasoninga</td>
<td>23–49 37.2 (6.6) 7–95 55.7 (25.0)</td>
<td>16–55 37.3 (8.1) 6–98 60.1 (28.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reading wordsb</td>
<td>8–59 34.1 (11.7) 1–7 3.3 (2.1)</td>
<td>44–92 66.3 (11.6) 7–15 10.5 (2.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reading pseudo-wordsb</td>
<td>8–39 22.0 (8.0) 1–7 4.4 (1.6)</td>
<td>33–89 61.0 (14.4) 7–15 11.1 (2.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spellingc</td>
<td>0–17 8.4 (4.6) 0–71 11.8 (13.7)</td>
<td>9–27 18.6 (4.7) 6–95 49.9 (24.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAN picturesb</td>
<td>35–80 53.2 (10.2) 2–14 7.7 (2.7)</td>
<td>30–63 44.1 (7.3) 5–16 10.7 (2.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAN lettersb</td>
<td>23–79 36.1 (10.4) 1–12 5.4 (2.7)</td>
<td>18–46 27.2 (5.5) 3–16 9.6 (3.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sustained attentionb</td>
<td>1–10 7.0 (2.5) 1–13 7.4 (3.3)</td>
<td>3–10 7.8 (1.8) 3–14 9.1 (3.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digit span forwardb</td>
<td>4–11 7.3 (1.5) 1–13 7.7 (2.6)</td>
<td>6–12 8.9 (1.5) 5–15 10.7 (2.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digit span backwardb</td>
<td>2–7 4.2 (1.1) 1–14 9.0 (2.5)</td>
<td>2–8 4.5 (1.5) 4–16 10.0 (3.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dot matrix forwardcd</td>
<td>15–35 25.1 (4.7) N/A</td>
<td>13–34 25.7 (5.1) N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dot matrix backwardcd</td>
<td>8–35 22.9 (5.0) N/A</td>
<td>15–34 24.1 (4.9) N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Raw scores represent the number of items answered correctly out of 60 on the Raven, the number words and pseudo-words read correctly within 1 minute and 2 minutes respectively, the number of words spelled correctly out of 30, the number of seconds spent on the task in case of the RAN (i.e. higher score = lower performance), the number of items answered correctly on sustained attention (max = 10) and subtests of the digit span (max = 16) and the dot matrix (max = 36, following the AWMA scoring procedure). Standardized scores represent either * percentile scores (norm = 50) or ** norm scores (norm = 10). For the dot matrix task, * standardized scores are unavailable and ** data is based on 49 children with dyslexia, due to missing data for one participant as a result of equipment failure.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0220041.t001
the groups \((t = 0.839, p = .40)\), the groups’ socio-economic status (SES; \(t = 0.173, p = .86\)) or non-verbal reasoning \((t = -0.041, p = .97)\). SES scores were obtained from the Netherlands Institute for Social Research (NISR) on the basis of children’s home or school postal codes depending on the testing location. These SES scores were calculated by the NISR in 2017 and indicate the social status of a given neighborhood in comparison to other neighborhoods in the Netherlands (open source data can be accessed through the following (Dutch) link: https://www scp.nl/Onderzoek/Lopen d_onderzoek/A_Z_alle_lopen de_onderzoeken/Statusscores). Non-verbal reasoning was assessed through Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices [74]. We also measured children’s reading of single Dutch words \((\text{Een Minuut Test}; \ [75])\) and pseudowords \((\text{Klepel}; \ [76])\), their spelling \((\text{Schoolvaardigheidstoets Spelling}; \ [77])\) and their rapid automatized naming (RAN) of pictures and letters \((\text{Continu Benoemen en Woorden Lezen}; \ [78])\). In line with expectations, analyses show that children with dyslexia performed significantly more poorly than the TD children on all measures assessing literacy skills (reading words: \(t = -13.83, p = 9 \times 10^{-25}\), reading pseudo-words: \(t = -16.75, p = 1.7 \times 10^{-30}\), spelling: \(t = -11.42, p = 9.4 \times 10^{-20}\), RAN pictures and letters: \(t = -4.985, p = 2.7 \times 10^{-6}\) and \(t = -5.421, p = 4.3 \times 10^{-7}\) respectively).

We assessed cognitive abilities that are often associated with SL and that may differ between our groups of participants with and without dyslexia: short-term and working memory and attention (see Table 1). Short-term and working memory were tested in the auditory domain with the forward and backward digit span tasks from the Dutch version of the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals [79] and using forward and backward versions of the dot matrix task in the visuospatial domain [80]. Sustained attention was measured through the Score! subtest of the Dutch Test of Everyday Attention for Children [81]. In this task, children perform 10 items that contain between 9 and 15 target sounds that are presented at varied intervals. Their task is to silently count the target sounds, reflecting the child’s ability to maintain attention over time. The digit span backward and dot matrix forward and backward did not reveal significant differences between participants with and without dyslexia (digit span backward: \(t = -1.257, p = .21\), dot matrix forward: \(t = -0.667, p = .51\), dot matrix backward: \(t = -1.248, p = .22\)). Digit span forward performance (i.e. verbal short-term memory) was significantly poorer in participants with dyslexia as compared to their TD peers \((t = -5.36, p = 5.5 \times 10^{-7}\)). The groups differed marginally significantly in sustained attention \((t = -1.939, p = .055)\). Given these findings, we explore whether adding the digit span forward and sustained attention scores to our models influences our findings regarding SL performance (see section on scoring and analysis).

**SRT task**

A visual stimulus (yellow smiley face) repeatedly appeared in one out of four marked locations on a black background presented on a tablet screen. Participants were instructed to press corresponding buttons on a gamepad as quickly and accurately as possible and practiced the task in 28 trials. Each instance of the visual stimulus was visible until a response was given, with a 250 milliseconds interval before the next instance of the stimulus appeared. Participants had a maximum of 3 seconds to respond before the task would move on to the next instantiation of the stimulus automatically.

Unbeknownst to the participant, the stream of stimuli was divided into seven underlying blocks. The first block contained 20 random trials. Blocks 2 through 5 and block 7 contained structured input that consisted of six repetitions of a 10-item sequence (i.e. sequence blocks, 60 trials each). The sequence consisted of a constant order of locations (quadrants) in which the visual stimulus appeared (quadrants 4, 2, 3, 1, 2, 4, 3, 1, 4, 3). In disruption block 6, the
appearances of the stimulus no longer followed the sequence, but was presented in random order (i.e. 60 random trials). Both accuracy and RT to each stimulus presentation were recorded. If learning takes place in the SRT task, RTs to predictable input averaged over sequence blocks 5 and 7 are expected to be shorter than RTs to unpredictable input in the intervening disruption block [31]. The SRT task in the present study did not include an explicit offline test phase.

**VSL task**

**VSL task: Online exposure phase.** In the VSL task, visual stimuli were presented one at a time in the middle of a tablet screen. Without the participants' knowledge, stimuli appeared in the same four groups of three (i.e. triplets; ABC, DEF, GHI, and JKL). The exposure phase of the VSL task is divided into four blocks containing six repetitions per triplet, resulting in 24 repetitions of each triplet. Following previous studies adopting a similar structure [18,42,43], triplets could not appear twice in a row and pairs of triplets could not be repeated (i.e. sequences such as ABC, ABC or ABC, JKL, ABC, JKL could not occur). The VSL structure can be expressed in terms of predictability through the transitional probabilities (TPs; the probability of event \(i+1\) given event \(i\)): given the occurrence of element A, the TP to element B is 1 and the same holds for element C given element B. The TP when crossing a triplet boundary is low. Thus, whereas elements 2 and 3 within triplets (e.g. stimuli B and C in the triplet ABC) are completely predictable, the first element of the following triplet (e.g. stimulus D of the triplet DEF) is less predictable.

The self-paced nature of the task entails that participants responded to each individual stimulus by pressing the space bar, upon which the next stimulus appeared after 200 milliseconds [60,62]. We recorded RTs to individual stimuli, which were used as an online measure of learning. If learning takes place, RTs to predictable stimuli (i.e. elements 2 and 3 within triplets) are expected to be shorter than RTs to unpredictable stimuli (i.e. element 1 within triplets). Thus, learning in the online phase of the VSL is reflected by a difference in RTs to predictable as compared to unpredictable stimuli, since sensitivity to the statistical structure is hypothesized to result in faster processing of predictable stimuli (as in the SRT task).

As part of the cover task, three stimuli per block were presented twice in succession (i.e. 12 repetitions in total; [18,43]). In the event of a repeated stimulus, participants were required to respond by tapping the alien on the touch screen. Each triplet contained a double stimulus three times throughout the exposure phase, all three elements within the triplet once (e.g. the triplet ABC occurs once as AABC, ABCB, and ABCC). In each block, three distinct triplets contained a double stimulus in random positions of the stream of stimuli, again all three element positions within triplets once (e.g. AABC, DEEF, GHII).

**VSL task: Offline test phase.** To test participants on their acquired knowledge of the triplet structure, they were tested in an offline test phase subsequent to exposure that consisted of 40 multiple-choice questions. Using the same set of 12 stimuli as used in the familiarization phase, four foil triplets were created (AEI, DHL, GKC, and JBF, all with TPs of 0 within triplets). Participants first received three-alternative forced choice (3-AFC) questions in which they were asked to complete a missing shape (\(N = 16\), chance level = .333) and subsequently questions in which they were required to pick the more familiar pattern out of two options (2-AFC; \(N = 24\), chance level = .500). Test items either tested complete triplets (3-AFC: \(N = 8\), 2-AFC: \(N = 8\)) or pairs within triplets (3-AFC: \(N = 8\), 2-AFC: \(N = 16\)). Learning in the VSL test phase is evidenced by above-chance performance, since above-chance performance reflects participants' ability to explicitly judge which patterns belong to the statistical structure in the VSL task.
VSL task: Procedures. Importantly, the effect of single stimuli or triplets and the effect of the order of appearance during familiarization and testing were counter-balanced: two sets of triplets (and foil triplets) were created using the same set of 12 stimuli, and two random orders of the presentations of triplets during exposure and testing were created. This resulted in four versions of the experiment, to which participants were randomly assigned.

Before the exposure phase, participants performed two practice phases consisting of an alternative set of stimuli. In the first practice phase, participants practiced sending home the aliens by pressing the space bar (N = 16). In the second part, children were instructed to pay attention to double stimuli and instructed to tap the touch screen in these cases (N = 18, 3 double stimuli). Importantly, children were instructed to pay attention to the aliens and were informed that some of the aliens liked each other and stood in line together. In between the four blocks of the experiment, participants received stickers for a diploma and were stimulated to pay attention to the aliens. Prior to each of the two parts of the offline test phase, participants received instructions and a practice trial during which they were encouraged to make a guess in case they were unsure of the correct response.

A-NADL task

A-NADL task: Online exposure phase. Children were exposed to an artificial language that, unbeknownst to them, contained two nonadjacent dependencies in 80% of the trials: \( \text{tep} X \text{lut} \) and \( \text{sot} X \text{mip} \), where \( \text{tep} \) predicted \( \text{lut} \) and \( \text{sot} \) predicted \( \text{mip} \) and the variable intervening \( X \)-element always consisted of two syllables (e.g. wadim, N = 24; e.g. [51]). The remaining 20% of the trials were filler trials that deviated from the two nonadjacent dependencies. These trials can be described as \( fXf \) trials and resembled the \( aXb \) nonadjacent dependency structure: the elements in the \( f \) positions consisted of one-syllable nonwords (N = 24) and were separated by the same \( X \)-elements used in the nonadjacent dependencies. In filler trials, however, the first \( f \) element did not predict the second \( f \) element. Each trial in the A-NADL thus consisted of three elements and was between 2067 and 2908 milliseconds long (\( M = 2415 \) milliseconds) with an interval of 250 milliseconds between elements. All stimuli used in the A-NADL were created in accordance with Dutch phonotactic constraints, followed a natural Dutch sentence prosody (e.g. het meisje loopt, the girl walks), and were recorded by a female native speaker of Dutch.

The task consisted of a total of 270 trials divided into five blocks: four blocks containing the nonadjacent dependency rules and fillers (rule blocks 1–3 and 5) and one intervening block in which the strings did not contain the nonadjacent dependency rules (disruption block 4). Forty-eight trials in each of the rule blocks contained the two nonadjacent dependencies (24 times \( \text{tep} X \text{lut} \) and 24 times \( \text{sot} X \text{mip} \)) in addition to 12 fillers, resulting in a total of 60 trials per rule block. Both nonadjacent dependencies were presented in combination with each \( X \)-element once in each block and thus repeated four times during the exposure phase (i.e. 96 exposures to each nonadjacent dependency). The disruption block contained 30 trials in which the rule structure was disrupted: trials were of the structure \( fXlut \) and \( fXmip \), so that the occurrences of \( lut \) and \( mip \) were no longer predictable (N = 12 each). The remaining six trials were filler items. Combinations of filler elements (\( f \)) and \( X \)-elements were unique and only appeared once across the duration of the exposure phase (N = 54).

Importantly, the online measure of learning was a word-monitoring task that required participants to attend to the speech stream and track the occurrence of a target (i.e. a specific nonword) and respond as quickly as possible by pressing a button on an external button box [63,64]. The target was always the predictable \( b \) element of one of the two nonadjacent dependencies (i.e. \( lut \) or \( mip \)) and participants were randomly assigned to one of two experiment versions (version 1: target = \( lut \), version 2: target = \( mip \)). Predictable element \( b \) of the
unattended nonadjacent dependency will henceforth be referred to as the nontarget (version 1: nontarget = \textit{mip}, version 2: nontarget = \textit{lut}). When the trial contained the target, participants were required to press the green button, while they were required to press the red button when the trial did not contain the target. For example, in version 1 of the experiment, where \textit{lut} was the target, participants had to press the green button when trials contained the target word \textit{lut} (rule blocks: \textit{tep} \textit{lut}, disruption block: \textit{fXlut}) and press the red button when trials contained the nontarget word \textit{mip} (rule blocks: \textit{sot} \textit{mip}, disruption block: \textit{fXmip}) or contained neither \textit{lut} or \textit{mip} as was the case in filler items. Children had 1500 milliseconds to respond to each trial before the experiment moved on to the next trial automatically. Accuracy and RT were recorded for each individual trial.

As in the SRT and VS tasks, learning in the online measure of the A-NADL is defined as the difference in RTs between predictable and unpredictable input. The target and non-target words were predictable during rule blocks (they were always preceded by the corresponding \textit{a} element as in \textit{tep lut} and \textit{sot mip}) but were no longer predictable in the disruption block (they were no longer preceded by the \textit{a} element but by a variable \textit{f} element as in \textit{fXlut} and \textit{fXmip}). Thus, mimicking the structure of the SRT task, learning in the A-NADL task is evidenced by shorter RTs to both target and nontarget trials in rule blocks 3 and 5 as opposed to the intervening disruption block.

**A-NADL task: Offline test phase.** Participants were tested on their acquired knowledge of the nonadjacent structure through offline grammaticality judgments (N = 16). They were required to indicate whether they had previously heard each string by saying either ‘yes’ (endorsement) or ‘no’ (rejection). Eight items were grammatical strings (e.g. \textit{sot densim mip}) and eight were ungrammatical strings where the nonadjacent dependency structure was disrupted (e.g. \textit{sot filka lut}). Similarly, eight strings contained familiar X-elements used during exposure and eight strings contained novel X-elements that were only used during the test phase. Two additional items that contained three X-elements (i.e. \textit{XXX}) functioned as filler items and were not included in analysis. If learning in the test phase of the A-NADL is successful, we expect to find a higher proportion of endorsements as opposed to rejections to grammatical strings than to ungrammatical strings.

**A-NADL task: Procedure.** There were two counterbalancing variables in the A-NADL: children either received a version of the task where the target was \textit{lut} or the target was \textit{mip} and the location of the green and red buttons on the external button box were counter-balanced. Participants were randomly assigned to the four versions of the experiment.

Participants were seated behind a tablet and held the button box in their hands, using both thumbs to press the buttons. The auditory stimuli were played through headphones. The word-monitoring task was framed as a game in which the participant helped a monkey to pick bananas. Children were told that they would hear three-word sentences and had to press the green button when they heard the target and the red button when they did not. In accurate trials, the monkey was rewarded with a banana. Children were instructed to pay attention to all three words in the sentences, since they would receive questions at the end. A practice phase containing six items preceded the start of the experiment, which was repeated until they reached a score of 4 out of 6 correct (for which they had to master the motorics and press in time). During the exposure phase, the experiment was broken up into short blocks containing 30 trials each. Following these blocks, children received feedback on the number of bananas they picked and received a sticker for their diploma. Subsequent to exposure, the experimenter instructed the participant that they would hear sentences one at a time and to indicate whether they had heard the sentence before or not. Two practice items preceded the GJT and children were encouraged to guess if they were uncertain of the answer.
General procedure

All SL tasks were programmed and ran using E-prime 2.0 software [82,83] on a Windows Surface 3 tablet with touchscreen and keyboard. Auditory instructions (and stimuli in the case of the A-NADL) were played over Sennheiser HD 201 headphones. Additional materials included the gamepad used in the SRT task (Trust wired gamepad GXT540) and the external button box used in the A-NADL task.

As mentioned previously, participants in the present study were tested as part of a larger study. Children were tested individually by an experimenter in a quiet room either at home or at school. Testing lasted approximately three hours, divided over three testing sessions that lasted around an hour. In each of these sessions, one of the SL tasks was administered along with three or four of our linguistic or cognitive measures (each of these was measured only once). The order of the sessions (and the order of tasks within sessions) was counter-balanced: six testing orders were created to which participants were assigned randomly. Thus, the order of the SL tasks (order 1: A-NADL, SRT, VSL; order 2: SRT, VSL, A-NADL; order 3: VSL, A-NADL, SRT), as well as the linguistic and cognitive measures, was semi-randomized. Each child was rewarded for their participation with stickers on a diploma and a small present after completing the three sessions.

Scoring and analyses

Online RT data of the SRT, VSL and A-NADL tasks was analyzed with linear mixed effects models that were built using the lme4 package (version 1.1–13; [84]) for R software [73]. Similarly, the lme4 package for R was used to build generalized linear mixed effects models for the offline accuracy data in the VSL and A-NADL tasks. Wherever possible, a confidence interval (CI) was computed by the profile method (stats package version 3.5.2 for R software; [73]), and a corresponding p-value was obtained by interpolation among the profiles for different CI criteria (e.g. a p-value of .03 was concluded if one of the edges of the 97 percent CI was zero; see "get. p.value" function on OSF). In the A-NADL offline measure, some CIs were computed using Wald’s approximation for CI’s and p-values are obtained from the model output. This was only done when (1) the profile function failed to provide CIs, and (2) we did not want to further decrease the random effects structure, and (3) the result was non-significant. For all analyses, continuous predictors were centered and scaled, while categorical predictors were coded into orthogonal contrasts. Group is always orthogonally coded such that the control group is marked as $-\frac{1}{2}$ and the dyslexia group is marked as $+\frac{1}{2}$. Therefore, the effect of group is always interpreted as the change in effect when moving from the control group to the group of participants with dyslexia (see Table 2 for an overview of all orthogonally coded categorical predictors per SL task and following sections for further explanation). In line with Barr, Levy, Scheepers and Tily [85], models contained the maximal random effect structure, unless this resulted in a failure to fit the model or in (near-)perfect correlations between the random effects in which case reductions were performed that are explicitly justified in the text. Raw data and R Markdown and html files detailing all analyses of the SRT, VSL and NADL tasks can be accessed through the following link: https://osf.io/t8scv/?view_only=eb217175b3cc4d5ebd4d3e4549a6a64f.

For online RT measures, analyses were first run on the raw data. However, in all three tasks, this resulted in non-normally distributed residuals of the linear mixed effects models as evidenced by their QQ-plots. Therefore, we decided to use a rank order transformation, which is a principle non-arbitrary way to reduce the effect of outliers and to reduce skewness in the distribution of the residuals (see [86], p. 354–358). The commonly used log-transformation was not appropriate due to the presence of negative RTs. The rank-order transformation is was done by ranking the $N$ pieces of pooled data from 1 to $N$, then computing the inverse...
cumulative Gaussian distribution (with the following formula in R: \( \text{qnorm}((\text{ranking}-0.5)/N) \)); the model estimates hereby come to represent differences in \( z \)-values (\( \Delta z \); e.g. the main effect of a binary predictor is given by the change in \( z \)-value from one level to the other).

As part of our exploratory findings, we compute additional models for each of our SL measures to investigate the effect of adding sustained attention and verbal short-term memory as continuous predictors; the fit of each of these models is compared statistically to the model without these two measures. At the request of reviewers, children’s chronological age was added as an exploratory (continuous) predictor in all models. This was done to reduce variance and to examine whether age interacts with the measures of learning in the SL measures (relating to research question one) and group (relating to research question two). Only significant findings regarding the exploratory effect of age are included in the results section. The subsequent sections provide further details regarding the pre-processing of the data and the analyses of the three SL tasks.

**SRT task.** The first block of the SRT, containing 20 random presentations of stimuli, was removed from analysis. Furthermore, incorrect responses and trials in which no response was given were removed from the data file (5.9% data loss).

The linear mixed effects model was run using normalized RTs as the dependent variable. Since online sensitivity to the sequence in the SRT task is measured as the difference in RTs to predictable versus unpredictable input, our analysis contrasted RTs in sequence blocks with RTs in the intervening disruption block that contained random input in order to answer research question one (i.e. within-participant predictor Block: block 5 and 7 vs. block 6). The categorical predictor Block was orthogonally coded into two contrasts: the effect of learning (i.e. random block 6 coded as \( -2/3 \) vs. sequence blocks 5 and 7 coded as \( +1/3 \) each, thereby comparing random block 6 to the average of sequence blocks 5 and 7) and the contrast between the two sequence blocks (block 5 vs. block 7 coded as \( -1/2 \) and \( +1/2 \) respectively). Further predictors in the model included the between-participants predictors Group (control versus dyslexia) and Age. To answer our second research question, we looked at the interaction between

| Table 2. Orthogonal contrast coding of categorical predictors in the SRT, VSL and A-NADL tasks. |
| --- | --- | --- | --- |
| Task | Predictor | Contrast coding | Purpose |
| SRT | Block (Bl) | 1: Bl 6 = \(-2/3\), Bl 5 and 7 = \(+1/3\) | RQ 1 |
| | | 2: Bl 5 = \(-1/2\), Bl 7 = \(+1/2\) | Exploratory |
| Group | TD = \(-1/2\), DD = \(+1/2\) | RQ 2 |
| VSL | Element (El) | 1: El 1 = \(-2/3\), El 2 and 3 = \(+1/3\) | RQ 1 |
| | | 2: El 2 = \(-1/2\), El 3 = \(+1/2\) | Exploratory |
| Group | TD = \(-1/2\), DD = \(+1/2\) | RQ 2 |
| Triplet Set (TS) | TS A = \(-1/2\), TS B = \(+1/2\) | Exploratory |
| Random Order (RO) | RO 1 = \(-1/2\), RO 2 = \(+1/2\) | Exploratory |
| A-NADL | Block (Bl) | 1: Bl 4 = \(-2/3\), Bl 3 and 5 = \(+1/3\) | RQ 1 |
| | | 2: Bl 3 = \(-1/2\), Bl 5 = \(+1/2\) | Exploratory |
| Group | No = \(-1/2\), Yes = \(+1/2\) | RQ 1 |
| Generalization | No = \(-1/2\), Yes = \(+1/2\) | RQ 2 |
| Target Type | Target = \(-1/2\), Non-target = \(+1/2\) | Exploratory |
| Experiment Version | Lut = \(-1/2\), Mip = \(+1/2\) | Exploratory |

**Note:** RQ = research question: RQ 1 pertains to the overall learning effect, while RQ 2 regards the effect of group (dyslexia versus control) when looked at in interaction with the effect of learning overall. Exploratory predictors and contrasts are included either because predictors are counter-balancing factors or because predictors need to be orthogonally coded (i.e. in the case of predictors with two contrast codings).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0220041.t002
the first level of Block and Group. The model included by-subject random intercepts and by-subject random slopes for Block.

**VSL task.** Our scoring and analysis procedures of the online RT measure followed those by Van Witteloostuijn et al. [61]. The RTs to the first triplet in each block of the experiment were removed (4.2% data loss). This was done because these responses are likely to deviate from participants’ normal patterns. Additionally, RTs shorter than 50 milliseconds were removed from the dataset, as these were assumed to reflect cases in which the participant did not process the stimulus (0.2% data loss).

Sensitivity to the structure is measured as the difference in RT to unpredictable versus predictable elements within triplets; this sensitivity may depend on time (research question one). Thus, the model fitted normalized RTs as a function of the within-participant predictors Element (element 1, 2 and 3 within triplets) and Time (repetitions 1–24 of triplets). The categorical predictor Element was orthogonally coded into two contrasts: the effect of learning (i.e. element 1 coded as \(-\frac{2}{3}\) vs. element 2 and 3 coded as \(\frac{+1}{3}\) each), and the contrast between the two predictable elements (element 2 coded as \(-\frac{1}{3}\) and element 3 coded as \(\frac{+1}{2}\)). The interaction between the effect of learning (i.e. the first level of Element) and the between-participant predictor Group (control versus dyslexia), and its three-way interaction with Group and Time were of interest to our second research question. Two counter-balancing factors were included in the model as within-participant predictors (Triplet Set A and B coded as \(-\frac{1}{2}\) and \(\frac{+1}{2}\) respectively and Random Order version 1 and 2 also coded as \(-\frac{1}{2}\) and \(\frac{+1}{2}\) respectively).

Finally, the model contained the exploratory between-participants predictor Age. The random effect structure included by-subject and by-item intercepts, as well as by-subject random slopes for Element and Time and the interaction between the two. The individual aliens used in the experiment \((N = 12)\) were used for the random intercepts for item. By-item random slopes for group were removed, since these resulted in a perfect correlation between the random intercept for item and the by-item random slopes for group (i.e. the model was overparameterized). This removal did not result in a decrease in the fit of the model \((\chi^2 = 0.0655, df = 2, p = .968)\).

In order to compute the CIs and p-values of the final model, the interaction between Element and Time, which was non-significant, was removed from the random effects structure.

In the offline test phase, responses were coded as either correct or incorrect (i.e. 1 or 0). Accuracy is expressed as the proportion of correct responses, such that chance levels are .333 and .500 for the 3-AFC and 2-AFC questions respectively. No accuracy data was removed prior to running the generalized linear mixed effects models.

Two models were constructed to analyze the 3-AFC and 2-AFC accuracy data separately. To answer our first research question as to whether learning took place, we examined whether the proportion of accurate responses exceeded chance level, which is reflected in the intercept of the generalized linear mixed effects models (if performance is significantly above chance level, the CI does not contain the chance level probability associated with that task). As for the second research question, the model contained the between-participants predictor Group (control versus dyslexia). Following the structure of the online VSL model, the offline models further contained the orthogonally coded Triplet Set and Random Order as within-participant predictors. Age as an exploratory between-participants predictor and by-subject intercepts.

**A-NADL task.** We largely followed Lammertink et al. [63] in our analysis of the online RT measure of the A-NADL task. Filler trials (20% of trials) and incorrect responses and cases in which no response was given (7.6% of target and non-target trials) were removed prior to analysis.

As in the SRT task, learning during the exposure phase of the A-NADL is assessed as the difference between RTs to predictable input in rule blocks and RTs to pseudo-random input in the disruption block (research question one). Therefore, in order to find out whether we find evidence of learning during exposure, the linear mixed effects model fitted normalized
RTs as a function of the within-participant predictor Block (i.e. rule blocks 3 and 5 versus disruption block 4). Block was orthogonally coded into two contrasts: the effect of learning (i.e. disruption block 4 coded as $-\frac{2}{3}$ vs. rule blocks 3 and 5 coded as $+\frac{1}{3}$ each) and the contrast between the two rule blocks (block 3 vs. block 5 coded as $-\frac{1}{2}$ and $+\frac{1}{2}$ respectively). The second research question, which pertains to the effect of group, was investigated through the interaction between our measure of learning and the between-participant predictor Group (control versus dyslexia). Several other predictors are considered, since these may influence the findings of the model. These included the within-participants predictor Target Type (i.e. target or non-target, coded as $-\frac{1}{2}$ and $+\frac{1}{2}$ respectively) and the between-participants counter-balancing factor Experiment Version (i.e. attending to lut coded as $-\frac{1}{2}$ vs. mip coded as $+\frac{1}{2}$). Finally, Age was included in the model as an exploratory between-participants predictor. The random effects structure included by-subject and by-item random intercepts and by-subject random slopes for Block and Target Type and by-item random slopes for Experiment Version. The random effect of item refers to the individual X-elements used in the familiarization phase of the A-NADL ($N = 24$). By-item random slopes for group and the interaction between experiment version and group were removed. Similarly, by-subject random slopes for the interaction between Block and Target Type were removed. This was done because these resulted in near-perfect correlations, which means that the model was overparameterized. This removal did not result in a decrease in the fit of the model ($\chi^2 = 8.178$, $df = 18$, $p = .98$).

The offline measure of the A-NADL task consisted of yes/no responses to individual items in the GJT, which were coded as 1 (endorsements) or 0 (rejections). The data that served as input to the generalized linear mixed effects model was thus the proportion of endorsements versus rejections (i.e. endorsement rates). No data was removed prior to analysis of the offline GJT.

Importantly, whether an item is endorsed or rejected does not yet inform us about learning, since accuracy depends on the grammaticality of the item (i.e. whether the item adheres to the A-NADL structure or not). To assess whether children showed evidence of learning in the offline measure of the A-NADL (research question one), the model estimated the within-participants effect of Grammaticality (grammatical vs. ungrammatical items orthogonally coded as $+\frac{1}{2}$ and $-\frac{1}{2}$ respectively) on endorsement rates. The interaction between Grammaticality and Group would provide evidence of a potential difference in performance between children with and without dyslexia (research question two). Since test items either tested familiar X-elements or generalization through novel X-elements, the within-participants predictor Generalization (no coded as $-\frac{1}{2}$ vs. yes coded as $+\frac{1}{2}$) was included in the model. Finally, following the online model of the A-NADL, the offline model contained the between-participant counter-balancing predictor Experiment Version and the exploratory between-participant predictor Age. By-subject and by-item random intercepts and by-subject random slopes for Grammaticality and Target Type and random slopes for Experiment Version were included in the random effects. As in the online measure of the A-NADL, the random effect of item refers to the individual X-elements used in the test phase of the A-NADL ($N = 16$). By-item random slopes for group and the interaction between experiment version and group and by-subject random slopes for the interaction between Block and Target Type were removed due to overparameterization. Importantly, the fit of the model did not decline ($\chi^2 = 1.793$, $df = 11$, $p = .999$). In order to compute the CIs and $p$-values of the final model, the effect of Grammaticality, which was non-significant, was removed from the random effects structure.

**Results**

We focus on confirmatory analyses aimed at answering our research questions. Each time, we separately present results of some of the exploratory analyses, which are not related to our research questions but may nevertheless be interesting (cf. [87]).
Since multiple measures were used to answer our research questions in the VSL and A-NADL tasks, all CIs (and associated significance criteria for \( p \)-values) of confirmatory results were Bonferroni-corrected to keep the overall false detection rate at 0.05. In the VSL, we used four measures to assess learning (i.e. two online measures: the effect of element and the effect of element in interaction with time, and two offline measures: 2-AFC and 3-AFC accuracy) and thus CIs were corrected for quadruple testing (CIs thereby correspond to a false detection rate of 0.05 / 4 = 0.0125 for each effect, i.e. we have 98.75% CIs). CIs were corrected for double testing in the A-NADL (i.e. one online and one offline measure), resulting in 97.5% CIs.

As suggested by reviewers, supplementary analyses were conducted including the order of the SL tasks as described in the general procedure as an additional predictor (see OSF for R Markdown and html files containing supplementary analyses). Since task order did not interact with our measures of learning (all \( t \) and \( z \) values < 1.8) and did not result in three-way interactions with our measures of learning and group (all \( t \) and \( z \) values < 1.8), results from the three testing orders were collapsed in subsequent sections that describe the results of the SRT, VSL and A-NADL tasks.

**SRT task**

Overall accuracy for both the TD (\( M = 93.8\% \)) and dyslexia (\( M = 94.3\% \)) groups was high, indicating that children attended to the task. Fig 1 presents the mean normalized RTs to accurate
trials across the blocks of the SRT task. RTs were significantly shorter to structured input in sequence blocks 5 and 7 than to random input in disruption block 6 ($\Delta z = -0.276, 95\% CI [-0.329 \ldots -0.223], t = -10.292, p = 7.5 \times 10^{-9}$), indicating an effect of learning the SRT sequence in children when collapsing over groups. Group did not significantly influence the difference in RT to structured as opposed to unstructured input ($\Delta z = -0.027, 95\% CI [-0.133 \ldots +0.079], t = -0.507, p = .61$). In other words, there is no evidence for a difference in performance between children with and without dyslexia on the SRT task.

As mentioned, our model provides us with some exploratory findings. Firstly, no significant difference is found between RTs in the two structured blocks ($\Delta z = +0.055, 95\% CI [-0.003 \ldots +0.113], t = 1.881, p = .063$). The effect of group on the difference in RTs between the two structured blocks also does not reach significance ($\Delta z = +0.073, 95\% CI [-0.043 \ldots +0.190], t = 1.248, p = .21$). Although participants with dyslexia responded slightly slower than the control group overall, this effect does not reach significance ($\Delta z = +0.102, 95\% CI [-0.036 \ldots +0.241], t = 1.462, p = .15$). Participants’ age was found to influence RTs overall, with shorter RTs with increasing age ($\Delta z = +0.102, 95\% CI [-0.286 \ldots +0.1448], t = -6.190, p = 7.5 \times 10^{-9}$), but does not interact with the measure of learning and/or with group (see OSF). Lastly, adding attention and verbal short-term memory to the model does not change the main findings and does not significantly improve the model fit ($\chi^2 = 5.410, df = 12, p = .94$).

**VSL task**

**VSL task: Online RT measure.** Responses to predictable elements were not significantly shorter as compared to unpredictable elements overall ($\Delta z = -0.013, 98.75\% CI [-0.038 \ldots +0.012], t = -1.271, p = .21$) and there was no evidence of an effect of time in interaction with the online measure of learning (i.e. the difference between predictable and unpredictable elements; $\Delta z = -0.002, 98.75\% CI [-0.024 \ldots +0.019], t = -0.276, p = .78$). Thus, we find no evidence of online sensitivity to the statistical structure in the VSL task. See Fig 2 for the mean normalized RTs to predictable and unpredictable elements across repetitions of triplets. The two-way interaction between the measure of learning and group ($\Delta z = +0.005, 98.75\% CI [-0.038 \ldots +0.047], t = 0.265 p = .79$) and three-way interaction including time ($\Delta z = +0.024, 98.75\% CI [-0.019 \ldots +0.067], t = 1.404, p = .16$) were both non-significant. We have no evidence that children with dyslexia perform the online VSL task differently than their TD peers.

The first exploratory finding is that participants with dyslexia responded slightly slower than participants in the control group, but this was not statistically significant ($\Delta z = 0.009, 95\% CI [-0.250 \ldots +0.267], t = 0.666, p = .95$). Secondly, RTs were found to be significantly shorter to element 2 than to element 3 within triplets ($\Delta z = 0.045, 95\% CI [+0.019 \ldots +0.070], t = 3.501, p = .00057$) and this effect was significantly larger in alien set A than in alien set B ($\Delta z = -0.190, 95\% CI [-0.254 \ldots -0.126], t = -5.889, 4.6 \times 10^{-9}$). Note that there is no significant interaction between the difference in RTs to predictable elements and group (or alien set and group): there is no evidence that children with and without dyslexia perform differently with respect to the difference in RTs to predictable elements 2 and 3 (see OSF). Adding attention and verbal short-term memory to the model does not significantly improve the model fit ($\chi^2 = 72.296, df = 96, p = .97$) or influence the main findings regarding either research question.

**VSL task: Offline 3-AFC and 2-AFC measures.** Fig 3 presents the raw data of the offline test phase of the VSL. In our models, performance was estimated to be 18% and 15% above chance level in the 3-AFC and 2-AFC questions respectively, which was significant in both cases (3-AFC: probability estimate = .520, 98.75\% CI = [.462 \ldots .579], $p = 1.8 \times 10^{-10}$; 2-AFC: probability estimate = .653, 98.75\% CI = [.600 \ldots .704], $p = 3.0 \times 10^{-10}$). This means that, collapsing over group, children’s offline performance reveals learning in the VSL task. Pertaining
to the second aim of our analysis, no significant effect of group was found on performance on 3-AFC (odds ratio estimate = 1.056, 98.75% CI = [0.659 . . . 1.695], \( p = .77 \)) and 2-AFC (odds ratio estimate = 1.108, 98.75% CI = [0.701 . . . 1.751], \( p = .57 \)) questions. Hence, there is no evidence that children with dyslexia perform the offline VSL tasks differently than their TD peers.

The first exploratory finding that should be noted is a significant interaction between alien set and group in the 3-AFC model (odds ratio estimate = 2.699, 95% CI = [1.298 . . . 5.662], \( p = .0084 \)): participants with dyslexia performed better in alien set B than in alien set A, and the opposite pattern is observed in the control group. This interaction does not reach significance in the model of 2-AFC performance (odds ratio estimate = 1.839, 95% CI = [0.906 . . . 3.766], \( p = .091 \)). Once again, adding attention and verbal short-term memory to the offline models does not significantly improve the model fit for either 3-AFC (\( \chi^2 = 18.242, df = 16, p = .31 \)) or 2-AFC (\( \chi^2 = 21.884, df = 16, p = .15 \)) questions and does not change the main findings of either model.

**A-NADL**

**A-NADL task: Online RT measure.** Overall accuracy during the online phase of the A-NADL was found to be high for both groups (TD: \( M = 95.5\% \), DD: \( M = 89.2\% \)) indicating that participants attended to the task. Fig 4 presents the mean normalized RTs to targets and nontargets across the blocks of the A-NADL experiment. As predicted, RTs in rule blocks
were significantly shorter than in the disruption block ($\Delta z = -0.159$, 97.5% CI [-0.235, -0.084], $t = -4.796$, $p = 4.9 \times 10^{-6}$). Thus, collapsing over group, we find evidence of online sensitivity to the NADL structure. There was no significant interaction between the effect of learning and group ($\Delta z = +0.011$, 97.5% CI [-0.135, +0.157], $t = 0.167$, $p = .87$). In other words, we find no evidence of a difference in online sensitivity to the A-NADL task between children with and without dyslexia.

Our model also provides us with an exploratory effect of target type, such that RTs were significantly shorter for the stimuli that the participants were attending to than those that were unattended ($\Delta z = +0.199$, 95% CI [+0.156, +0.242], $t = 9.226$, $p = 2.7 \times 10^{-15}$), and experiment version, such that RTs were shorter for participants who attended lut than for those that

---

**Fig 3. VSL offline 3-AFC and 2-AFC measures.** Proportion of correct responses on 2-AFC (left, chance level = .500) and 3-AFC questions (right, chance level = .333) for participants with dyslexia (top) and control participants (bottom). Red dots indicate individual scores, while the group mean is indicated using a black asterisk.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0220041.g003
attended $mip$ ($\Delta z = +0.176$, 95% CI $[+0.018 \ldots +0.335]$, $t = 2.197$, $p = .030$). Additionally, target type and experiment version interact with one another and with our measure of learning (i.e. structured versus disruption blocks) in a three-way interaction ($\Delta z = +0.168$, 95% CI $[+0.014 \ldots +0.322]$, $t = 2.134$, $p = .033$). Thus, we find evidence that the effect of learning is enhanced in targets vs. nontargets, especially when children received the version of the A-NADL where they were instructed to attend $lut$. Crucially, the main findings regarding our second research question are not influenced by these exploratory results: we find no significant interactions with the effect of group (see OSF). We found no significant difference in RTs to the two rule blocks included in analyses (i.e. rule block 3 vs. rule block 5; $\Delta z = +0.056$, 95% CI $[-0.012 \ldots +0.125]$, $t = 1.624$, $p = .11$) and there was no significant interaction between this difference in RTs and group ($\Delta z = -0.050$, 95% CI $[-0.187 \ldots +0.088]$, $t = -0.718$, $p = .47$). There is a marginally significant difference between participants with dyslexia and the TD participants in their overall RTs, with slower responses in the group of participants with dyslexia ($\Delta z = +0.152$, 95% CI $[-0.002 \ldots +0.307]$, $t = 1.950$, $p = .053$). Adding attention and verbal short-term memory to the model does not significantly improve the model fit ($\chi^2 = 46.271$, $df = 48$, $p = .54$) and does not influence the main findings of the online measure of the A-NADL task.

**A-NADL task: Offline GJT measure.** Fig 5 presents the raw proportion of items endorsed (i.e. accepted versus rejected) for participants with and without dyslexia on both grammatical and ungrammatical items in the offline phase of the A-NADL task. The model estimated that the effect of grammaticality on endorsement rates did not reach significance (odds ratio...
estimate = 1.123, 97.5% Wald CI = [0.592 . . . 2.130], \( p = .68 \). Hence, we find no evidence of learning in children’s offline performance on the A-NADL. As for our second research question, we find no significant interaction between the effect of grammaticality and group (odds ratio estimate = .760, 97.5% Wald CI = [0.421 . . . 1.369], \( p = .30 \)). Therefore, we find no evidence of a difference in performance on the offline measure of the A-NADL between children with and without dyslexia.

Besides these confirmatory findings, the model revealed a significant yes-bias in the offline measure of the A-NADL (odds estimate of the intercept = 1.507, 95% CI = [1.113 . . . 2.050], \( p = .011 \)): children are more likely to endorse items as opposed to reject them overall. This effect was significantly larger in the group of participants with dyslexia as opposed to the
participants in the control group (odds ratio estimate = 1.362, 95% CI = [1.016 . . . 1.840], \( p = .039 \)), reflecting a larger yes-bias in children with dyslexia than in TD children. Secondly, we found that test items that contained a novel X-element were endorsed significantly less often than those that contained an X-element which had been heard during familiarization (odds ratio estimate = 0.335, 95% CI = [0.183 . . . 0.608], \( p = .0012 \)). Again, this effect is significantly larger in participants with dyslexia when compared to the TD participants (odds ratio estimate = 1.916, 95% CI = [1.113 . . . 3.335], \( p = .019 \)). We conclude that the endorsement preference (i.e. yes-bias) for familiar over novel X-elements is greater for children with dyslexia than for TD children. Note that these effects do not interact with our measures of learning (i.e. grammaticality) or the effect of group and thus do not influence the confirmatory results. As for our previous measures of SL, the findings regarding the offline measure of the A-NADL are not significantly affected by adding sustained attention and short-term memory to the model and the fit of the model is not significantly affected (\( \chi^2 = 44.369, \ df = 32, \ p = .072 \)).

**Discussion**

The present study investigated SL in children with dyslexia across three different experimental paradigms in a single sample, including the VSL and A-NADL paradigms that had not previously been used in child samples with dyslexia. We aimed to overcome raised methodological concerns as discussed in the introduction (e.g. [56,57,67]) by assessing learning through a range of online and offline measures and by controlling for group differences in underlying cognitive skills including memory and attention. Across the three SL tasks, we see the same pattern of results: we find evidence of learning when we collapse over groups and we find no evidence of a difference in performance between children with dyslexia and their TD peers. In all analyses, these results remain unchanged after controlling for individual differences in short-term memory and sustained attention. Similarly, the main findings across all SL measures are unaffected by participants’ age. Thus, this study finds no evidence in support of (or against) the idea that a (domain-general) SL deficit is the underlying cause of the literacy problems experienced by children with dyslexia. In the following sections we will elaborate on these findings and their implications.

**Measuring statistical learning in child populations**

Although overall the same pattern of results arises such that 8- to 11-year-old children show (on- or offline) sensitivity to the statistical structures presented in the SRT, VSL and A-NADL tasks, the measures in the present study differed in their ability to detect learning in this age group. In the VSL task, children learned the structure as indicated by above chance performance on the offline 3-AFC and 2-AFC question, but the online measure did not reveal evidence of learning during the exposure phase. The fact that the children in the present study show offline learning is in line with previous studies that have indicated that, while offline tasks are problematic in younger school-aged children, performance increases between the ages of 5 and 12 [43,46]. Thus, for the VSL paradigm, the offline 3-AFC and 2-AFC questions used here have been demonstrated to be sensitive to learning in children between 8 and 11 years of age. However, we failed to replicate studies that suggested the added value of using the online RT measure of the self-paced VS in adults and children: participants in these studies responded more slowly to unpredictable stimuli than to predictable stimuli [60,62]. This failure to replicate could be due to small changes in the methodological design but may also be an indication that the RT measure of the VSL is not reliable enough to study performance in child populations. Since the observed difference in RTs between predictable and unpredictable elements across the experiment was deemed small in children between 5 and 8 years of age [62],
this effect may be too small to reliably detect across studies and across samples. Future research should further investigate the usefulness of such an online measure and/or alternative online measures when studying SL through the VSL paradigm in children.

The A-NADL task revealed the reversed outcome: children were found to show online sensitivity to the nonadjacent structure, as indicated by an increase in RTs in the disruption block as opposed to RTs in the surrounding rule blocks, while there was no evidence that children endorse more grammatical than ungrammatical items in the offline test phase. This pattern of findings regarding the A-NADL replicates earlier findings in younger TD children by Lammertink et al. [63], who report online learning but null findings on 2-AFC questions in 5- to 8-year-olds. As suggested there, the insensitivity of offline tasks could be due to children’s difficulties with the meta-linguistic nature of this type of questions. The offline task used for the A-NADL in the present study, the GJT, could contribute to these difficulties, since we have evidence that children are more likely to endorse items than to reject them (i.e. yes-bias). Additionally, we found evidence that children are more likely to endorse items that contain a familiar X-element than an unfamiliar X-element regardless of their grammaticality. This suggests that children were focused on the X-element when answering ‘yes’ or ‘no’. More sensitive offline measures need to be developed to assess the outcome of the learning process in the A-NADL task by children. Importantly, however, the online measure has been shown to be a reliable measure of A-NADL in children, as we replicated the learning effect as reported by Lammertink et al. [63]. Therefore, future studies investigating A-NADL performance in children could adopt the online measure of learning (in addition to offline measures) to detect sensitivity to nonadjacent structures in speech during exposure.

Statistical learning in dyslexia

The main aim of the present study was to elucidate the extent of the proposed SL difficulties in children with dyslexia. We did not find evidence of group differences on any of the on- or offline measures of the SRT, VSL or A-NADL tasks. Since these tasks assess SL across domains (visuo-motoric, visual and auditory respectively) and across different types of statistical structures (fixed sequence, adjacent and nonadjacent dependencies respectively), we can conclude that we find no support for (or against) a (domain-)general SL deficit in dyslexia.

Of course, a null result is difficult to interpret and can have many possible explanations beside the actual absence of the effect in reality and beside chance. To ascribe meaning to our findings, we have to show that the effects, if they exist at all, are small. Smallness of an effect can be measured by computing its maximal standardized effect size, i.e. by dividing the maximum absolute raw effect size (the greater absolute bound of the confidence interval) by the residual standard deviation of the relevant model. From these post-hoc effect size calculations, we obtain a maximal standardized effect size of 0.160/0.893 = 0.18 for the online SRT measure, for VSL we get 0.052/0.647 = 0.08, and for the A-NADL we get 0.168/0.815 = 0.21. Therefore, standardized effect sizes on the measures of all three tasks are below or around 0.20 and can therefore be called “small” [88]. One potential cause for the smallness of the effects could be that the selected subjects do not represent the average child with (or without) dyslexia. However, the children with and without dyslexia in the present study were carefully selected according to strict in- and exclusion criteria. The groups were not seen to differ from one another regarding their age, gender, SES and non-verbal reasoning, and the children with dyslexia showed impairments in tasks measuring reading, spelling and lexical retrieval as is characteristic of the disorder. Similarly, the difficulties with verbal short-term memory and sustained attention found in the present study have previously been reported in other samples of children with dyslexia [70–72]. These are indications that the group of participants with and
without dyslexia are representative of the population as a whole. Another potential explanation for the smallness of the effects could be that the SL tasks used are not suitable to assess the underlying construct of SL. However, since we found evidence of learning overall in all three tasks, these paradigms are able to detect learning in children in this age group. Although the methodologies used to investigate SL in child populations should be improved to achieve a full picture of their SL abilities (i.e. the online measure in the VSL and offline measure in the A-NADL), the methodologies of the present study are sensitive enough to potentially detect group differences between participants with and without dyslexia. To summarize, it seems likely that 8- to 11-year-old children with dyslexia do not experience large problems with SL as assessed through these paradigms when compared to age-matched controls. Put more strongly, the results of the present study do not agree with the hypothesis that a domain-general deficit in SL underlies the literacy problems that we see in individuals with dyslexia.

Whereas these results may appear unexpected, other studies have also reported null results (without discussing the effect size) when investigating differences in SL performance between children with and without dyslexia on tasks tapping into SL abilities (SRT e.g. [34,41], AGL: e.g. [24,89]). Recently, authors have reached similar inconclusive results regarding the SL deficit hypothesis of dyslexia in literature reviews and meta-analyses of the SRT and AGL paradigms [28,29], because these studies underlined the mixed findings (i.e. some studies report significant group effects, while others do not) and established the presence of a publication bias in the field. Of course, methodological differences between studies may (partially) explain the fact that some studies report significant group effects while others do not, especially when the sought-after effect is likely to be small. As also argued by Schmalz et al. [90] and Elleman et al. [91], the relationship between performance on SL tasks and literacy skills (and thus dyslexia) may only appear under specific conditions. For example, the type of SL task used (e.g. its statistical structure, its modality), but also the selection of participant groups (e.g. their age, native language, or cultural differences such as differing dyslexia treatments) may influence findings of individual studies. Furthermore, West et al. [56] question the relationship between SL abilities and dyslexia (and related language learning impairments) based on the poor reliability of the SL tasks used (SRT, Hebb repetition, and contextual cueing) and the lack of correlations between the SL tasks and performance on tasks assessing language and literacy (see also [90]).

To conclude, the mixed pattern of findings in the field, and the smallness of the effects found here, suggest that the difference in performance on SL tasks between participants with and without dyslexia may be small and may only be detected under certain experimental conditions (see also [91,92] for dissociations between different SL tasks).

**Directions for future research**

Although the present study detected learning in all three SL paradigms tested (i.e. SRT, VSL, A-NADL), some measures were shown to be less reliable in detecting learning than others (i.e. online learning in the VSL, offline learning in the A-NADL). Future studies that aim to investigate SL performance in children in general, or the relationship between SL and dyslexia more specifically, should aim to develop tasks that are increasingly suitable for assessing SL abilities in child participants. Additionally, follow-up research using the SRT task could include an explicit offline test phase or consolidation and retention phases in order to gain a complete picture of SRT performance in children with and without dyslexia [93,94]. This adaptation would also allow for a closer comparison with other SL tasks including both on- and offline phases (e.g. VSL and A-NADL).

Since the potential group effect may be small and susceptible to methodological differences between studies, exact replications and large-scale (cross-linguistic and/or cross-cultural)
studies are needed to elucidate whether individuals with dyslexia experience (domain-general) difficulties in the area of SL. Future studies could (a priori [87,95]) choose to conduct Bayesian analyses in order to potentially find support for the null hypothesis that SL abilities in children with and without dyslexia do not differ. As evidence accumulates, existing meta-analyses [27,28,29] could be updated to include recent and future findings to further clarify the clinical relevance of SL in relation to dyslexia and could be extended to further investigate the potential effects of methodological differences between studies (e.g. type of task used, modality tested, and the age or native language of participants).

Conclusions
This study examined the performance of children with and without dyslexia on three experimental paradigms assessing SL abilities. Across the SRT, VSL and A-NADL paradigms we find that, taken together, children with and without dyslexia are sensitive to the statistical structures presented to them and we find no evidence of a difference in performance between the two groups. Moreover, the group effects reported on in the present study were found to be small. These findings do not support the hypothesis that a domain-general SL deficit results in the literary problems that are observed in individuals with dyslexia. Although future studies are needed to further investigate the direct contribution of SL abilities to literacy acquisition, both in typical and impaired populations, the clinical relevance of SL in relation to dyslexia is likely to be small.
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